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Abstract: COVID-19 has resulted in a great inconvenience and has had a severe impact on the econ-
omy and residents’ daily life in China and even the world. Urban resilience, as the key representation
of social and economic stability, can directly reflect the development and stability of cities. In addition,
the Mamdani fuzzy inference system (MFIS), as one of the commonly used fuzzy inference systems,
has been successfully applied in various application problems involving imprecise or vague informa-
tion since it was proposed. In this paper, we mainly consider the urban resilience of 50 important
node cities for population migration (50INCPM) in China in 2020 under the influence of COVID-19.
We apply MFIS for approximating the urban resilience index (URI) based on multiple inputs, which
includes the population density resilience index (PRI), gross domestic product per capita resilience
index (GRI), in-degree centrality resilience index (IRI), out-degree centrality resilience index (ORI),
confirmed cases number (CCN), recovery rate (RR) and mortality rate (MR). Meanwhile, based on
the big data of population migration and COVID-19 data in China from 15 January to 15 March in
2020, we calculate the URI of 50INCPM in China in 2020 under the influence of COVID-19. Moreover,
we show the spatial difference of URI and its changes in different stages. The results show that (1) the
URI of 50INCPM decreases from the eastern coastal area to the western inland, and the cities with
URI more than 0.5 are gathered in the eastern coastal area of China. As COVID-19 is controlled,
the URI is gradually rising, and the growth rate of URI in southeast coastal cities exceeds that of
inland cities. (2) The second-tier and third-tier cities have stronger resilience in the case of large-scale
emergencies. (3) There exists a positive correlation in URI and RR. The expectation of the research
finding gives a basis for judging the economic and social situation under the impact of COVID-19,
which can help local governments accurately judge city resilience, and provide a reference for the
decision on resuming production and work, so it is of positive significance for national economic
resilience and social stability. Finally, on the basis of universal vaccine coverage, we hold that the
GOC should promote the cities’ resilience in China, especially in the first-tier city in inland China
(Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen). On the other hand, on the premise of implementing
epidemic prevention and control measures, local governments should stimulate the resilience of each
city in terms of population and economy.

Keywords: urban resilience; node cities; population migration; COVID-19; mamdani fuzzy inference
system

1. Introduction

Since December of 2019, many hospitals in Wuhan in Hubei Province of China have
found many cases with unknown pneumonia, which have manifested as fever, dry cough
and fatigue [1]. Meanwhile, middle-aged and elderly people are more likely to become
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infected and develop severe symptoms [2], due to damage to the lungs, liver and blood-
clotting system [3]. This incident immediately attracted the world’s attention, and subse-
quently, the World Health Organization (WHO) announced this unknown pneumonia as
Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) on 11 February 2020. On 11 March 2020, the WHO
decided that the COVID-19 outbreak could be deemed a global pandemic [4]. Different
from some governments in other countries framing COVID-19 as affecting only certain
sub-groups severely in government narratives [5], the government of China (GOC) adopted
the strictest intercity travel restrictions to prevent further seeding of the virus in China [6].
Since mid-March of 2020, the outbreak of COVID-19 in China appeared to be contained [7].
But the diffusion of COVID-19 in Europe and United States has begun to get worse since
April of 2020 [8].

On 15 January 2020, the National Health Commission of China (http://www.nhc.
gov.cn (accessed on 9 August 2023)) began to publish the pandemic data in each city of
China, which included the confirmed cases number (CCN), recovery number, and mortality
number every day in each city of China. Until 1 November 2021, the cumulative number of
CCN was 97,314, the cumulative recovery number was 91,766, and the cumulative mortality
number was 4636; see Figure 1.

Figure 1. The situation of COVID-19 in China.

COVID-19 has had a huge impact on the economic activities [9], production and
peoples’ daily lives [10] around the world. From the perspective of external international
influence, the impact of COVID-19 on China’s economy has shown a glide in international
trade, cross-border tourism and other industries in the short term [11], and it has strength-
ened risk aversion in the short-term market as well [8]. Overall, the impact of COVID-19
on China’s capital market is more profound than that of SARS (severe acute respiratory
syndrome in 2003), which has exacerbated short-term fluctuations in the capital market [12].
Similarly, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a negative impact on markets and society, in
particular, within the stock market of the United States [13]. Domestically, COVID-19 causes
a short-term external impact for the domestic macro economy. What is more serious is that
COVID-19 has caused a huge impact on the individual work, communication, daily life
and mental condition [14]. Moreover, COVID-19 is a highly complex multi-issue crisis [15].
This external impact has inevitably interfered with China’s economic growth, led to social
and public health crises and then resulted in social crisis and psychological crisis. As far
as residents are concerned, markets and supply chains have been disrupted, and millions
of people have lost their jobs and livelihoods [16]. COVID-19 has changed people’s daily
activities and challenged people to adjust their life styles to accommodate the need for
social distance [17]. On the whole, COVID-19 has disrupted developing countries’ economy
in particular [16]. Meanwhile, there is a certain degree of uncertainty in prevention, which
has increased the difficulty in prevention.

It is indisputable that COVID-19 has brought a huge impact on the world economy
and social stability [18]. This impact directly has a negative impact on the normal operation
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and healthy development of a city. Over the past few years, there has been a proliferation
of studies that focus on enhancing urban resilience against a multitude of man-made
and natural disasters [19]. Based on the improved gravity algorithm, the influence of the
logistics spatial connection between node cities is analyzed. The decrease in logistics level
and confirmed cases showed the same spatial variation law. Wuhan city experienced the
most severe decline in logistics levels and spatial connectivity [20]. The logistics level and
spatial connection of Wuhan are the most seriously declined. The decline in logistics level
has the same spatial variation law as the confirmed cases. There has also been an increase in
the number of frameworks and tools developed for assessing urban resilience. The present
study has not obtained a consensus conclusion on the impact of city size on COVID-19.
Those who favor megacities consider that urban governance capacity is an important factor
affecting the prevention and control of the COVID-19 pandemic, and urban governance
capacity was particularly significant in the late control of the COVID-19 outbreak [21], so
Chinese cities need to continue to scale up and take advantage of large-city governance [22].
Small- and medium-sized city advocates believe that the COVID-19 pandemic hit hard
mostly in large- and medium-sized cities, and larger metropolitan areas have had higher
infection and higher mortality rates [23]. GIS methods have been used in order to estimate
and visualize the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic situation, and the trajectory of the virus
paths was estimated. Sparsely populated areas with poorly developed and small traffic
networks tend to be less or not affected [24].

On the other hand, fuzzy logic is much closer in spirit to human thinking and natural
language than the classical logical systems. Basically, it provides an effective means of
capturing the approximate, inexact nature of the real world. In particular, the fuzzy logic
is useful in the case that the available sources of information are interpreted qualitatively,
inexactly, or uncertainly. In addition, the fuzzy inference system (FIS), developed based
on fuzzy logic as a powerful tool and model to help decision makers deal with practical
application problems through approximate reasoning and linguistic terminology, uses fuzzy
“if–then” rules to model the qualitative aspects of human knowledge without using any
precise quantitative analysis. And thus, when using FIS to deal with practical application
problems involving inaccuracies in the collected data, it is often much better than using
other models.

In the context of the epidemic, as urban resilience research is becoming a major scien-
tific issue affecting and restricting the sustainable development of modern cities, a scientific
theoretical system is urgently needed to analyze the urban resilience characteristics and
construction issues at different spatial scales and regions [25]. Meanwhile, building an
urban resilience assessment framework comprehensive assessment of the urban resilience
building status and development can promote healthy and stable urban development [26].
Thus, the exploration of urban resilience in different cities under the impact of the COVID-
19 pandemic is necessary. Concurrently, indexes of urban resilience can be divided into
society and well-being, built environment and infrastructure, environmental resources and
economy, etc. At present, the measurement and evaluation methods of urban resilience are
discussed. Most of them adopt qualitative methods; mainly on the basis of screening key
indicators, the function model method of analyzing the coping ability, the comprehensive
index method based on the factor weight calculation, the principal component analysis
method and the graph overlay method combined with GIS were used for comprehensive
evaluation. The extent to which a city responds to external threats cannot be clearly calcu-
lated [27]. Intuitively, the impact of COVID-19 on the built environment and environmental
resources is not obvious. As population movement restrictions are considered to be one
of the main policies to curb the spread of COVID-19 [28], the impact of COVID-19 on
population mobility is self-evident. Therefore, in order to calculate the URI of cities, we
use the PRI and GRI to reflect the impact of COVID-19 on society and economy, IRI and
ORI to characterize the changes in population mobility under COVID-19, and CCN, RR,
and MR of COVID-19 to show the situation of COVID-19 in this paper. And we propose a
method on the basis of MFIS, which is one of the most commonly used FIS. Beyond those,
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the evaluation of urban resilience of important node cities for population migration can
judge the economic and social situation under the impact of COVID-19. It can help local
governments accurately judge the resilience in a city, and provide reference for GOC to
make relevant plans to resume production and work, so it is of positive significance for
national economic resilience and social stability [29,30].

Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the evaluation of urban resilience of 50INCPM
in China in 2020 under the influence of COVID-19. Specifically, we focus on solving the
following problems.

(i) How is the resilience of 50INCPM in China in 2020 under the influence of COVID-19?
(ii) In the case of large-scale emergencies, which has stronger resilience, metropolises

or small cities?

2. Data Sources and Study Area
2.1. Data Sources

Data in this paper were obtained from big data of migration of Baidu http://qianxi.baidu.
com (accessed on 9 August 2023) from 15 January 2020 to 15 March 2020, and the National
Health Commission of China (http://www.nhc.gov.cn (accessed on 9 August 2023) in
2020. Because population migration can reflect the economic and social development of
a city, we select population inflow and outflow data to reflect the population migration
in important node cities in population migration. Furthermore, the flow of population in
different periods can reflect the economic and social conditions at different times. As for
COVID-19 data, CCN, RR and MR of COVID-19 are selected to reflect the situation.

2.2. Study Period Selection

We selected 15 January 2020 (the first day that the National Health Commission
announced the number of COVID-19 cases) to 15 March 2020 (COVID-19 in China appears
to be contained) as the research period, a total of 60 days. The period includes 24–31 January
2020 (traditional China’s New Year’s Eve and Spring Festival holidays), 3 February (the
first working day of the New Year), 52 February (first peak number of CCN of COVID-19,
3694 in a day), and 12 February (highest peak of CCN of COVID-19, 15,152 in a day). This
study period can be divided into three stages.

(1) The incubative period: This period is from 15 January to 31 January 2020.
(2) The pandemic period: This period is from 1 February 2020 to 20 February 2020.
(3) The controlled period: This period is from 21 February 2020 to 15 March 2020.

2.3. The Study Area Selection

By calculating the total migration degree and migration intensity of population flow in
municipal cities in China in the study period, we select 50INCPM in 2020 as the study areas.
These 50 cities are ranked based on the total migration degree and migration intensity of
population flow. To a large extent, they can represent the direction and pattern of urban
population flow in mainland China under the influence of COVID-19. The distribution
of important node cities for population migration is decreasing from the eastern coast to
the western inland, mainly concentrated in Guangdong, Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Shandong
provinces. These cities have obvious agglomeration and radiation. They have a relatively
concentrated population in a larger region, a relatively strong comprehensive strength, and
a strong ability to attract, radiate and provide comprehensive services in politics, economy,
culture and other aspects. They are economically developed and can drive and organize
the economic development of the surrounding region, which is of great attraction to other
cities in the region.

The total migration degree and migration intensity of population flow from 15 January
2020 to 15 March 2020 is obtained through complex network methods, and the total migra-
tion degree and migration intensity of the population flow in municipal cities are shown in
Figure 2 (the map approval number is GS(2019)1822). From Figure 2, 50INCPM in 2020 are
Chengdu, Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Shanghai, Dongguan, Xian, Chongqing, Suzhou,
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Xiangxi, Qingyuan, Hangzhou, Foshan, Shaoguan, Zhengzhou, Changsha, Kunming, Nan-
jing, Shantou, Heze, Tianjin, Suqian, Wuxi, Hefei, Guiyang, Suihua, Jinan, Enshi, Xianyang,
Langfang, Zhaoqing, Shangrao, Huizhou, Ningbo, Xuzhou, Wenzhou, Haerbin, Zhoukou,
Zhongshan, Qingdao, Fuzhou, Changzhou, Shaoxing, Wuhan, Nanning, Jiaxing, Handan,
Lishui, Linyi, and Weifang.
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3. Proposed Method

MFIS, as a systematic formulation of pre-defined “if–then” rules, was introduced by
Mamdani and Assilian in [31] to interpret human perceptions and has been successfully
applied in various application problems. In particular, recently, Ghosh and Biswas [32]
used a generated MFIS to successfully quantify all Indian states and autonomous regions in
preventing the COVID-19 pandemic situation. Inspired by these, in this section, we show a
method on the basis of MFIS to calculate the URI of the top 50 important node cities for
population migration in China during 2020 under the influence of COVID-19. Meanwhile,
in order to illustrate the proposed method, we show a flowchart in Figure 3.

In addition, it should be pointed out that all the crisp inputs for the proposed method
are fuzzified into triangular fuzzy numbers (TFNs). Properly speaking, for a crisp input α
of the proposed method, it is fuzzified into the TFN shown as follows:

Aα = 〈(1− δ)α, α, (1 + δ)α〉 (1)

with the membership function as

µAα
(x) =





x−(1−δ)α
αδ if (1− δ)α ≤ x ≤ α,

(1+δ)α−x
αδ if α ≤ x ≤ α(1 + δ),

0 otherwise

(2)

where δ > 0. And, the reasons for this are stated below.
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• The data are collected from big data of the migration of Baidu (http://qianxi.baidu.
com (accessed on 9 August 2023) and the National Health Commission of China
(http://www.nhc.gov.cn (accessed on 9 August 2023). So, the input parameters
PRI, IRI, ORI, GRI, RR, CCN and MR are inevitably inaccurate in the data statistics
process, that is, the obtained data have a certain degree of uncertainty. Therefore,
it is particularly important and necessary to fuzzify the data. At the same time, it
must be mentioned that this fuzzification method was successfully applied in solving
problems related to COVID-19, see, for example, the recent works [33–47].

• Due to the vast territory of China, there may be some omissions and inconsistent
measurement rules when reporting data from different cities. Therefore, the input data
we collected may have some slight omissions and inconsistencies. These omissions
and inconsistencies generally do not affect the overall description, and can reflect
the relevant situation of the economic and social indicators of the corresponding city
under the influence of COVID-19. However, in order to balance these slight omissions
and inconsistencies, all the crisp inputs are fuzzified into TFNs in our methodology.
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The proposed method is described as follows:

• Step 1: Variables selection
The used MFIS consists of seven input variables and one output variable. Specifically,
the seven input variables are PRI, IRI, ORI, GRI, RR, CCN, and MR in the universe of
discourses X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, and X7, respectively, and one output variable is URI
in the universe of discourse Y. In order to capture the uncertainty associated with the

http://qianxi.baidu.com
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collected data, the membership functions (MFs) of the input and output variables are
both represented by TFNs.

• Step 2: Rule base
The rule base of MFIS depicts the relationship between input and output variables.
The ith (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) “if–then” rule of a MFIS is taken through the following format:

Ri : If x1 is Fi
PRI and x2 is Fi

IRI and x3 is Fi
ORI

and x4 is Fi
GRI and x5 is Fi

RR and x6 is Fi
CCN

and x7 is Fi
MR, then y is Fi

URI ,

where x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7 and y belong to X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7 and Y, respec-
tively, and Fi

PRI , Fi
IRI , Fi

ORI , Fi
GRI , Fi

RR, Fi
CCN , Fi

MR and Fi
URI are TFNs used to represent

the qualitative description of PRI, IRI, ORI, GRI, RR, CCN, MR and URI, respectively.
• Step 3: Calculate the fire strength of apiece rule

In the large amount of existing work (see, for example, [32,48]), the fuzzy intersection
operation, as the most commonly used logical connective in fuzzy logic, is widely used
to evaluate the fire strength of each rule. So, here, we also use the fuzzy intersection
operation to evaluate the fire strength of ith (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) rule βi, and the details
are listed as follows:

βi =max
{

min
{

µFi
PRI

(x), µGPRI (x)
}

: x ∈ X1

}

∧max
{

min
{

µFi
IRI
(x), µGIRI (x)

}
: x ∈ X2

}

∧max
{

min
{

µFi
ORI

(x), µGORI (x)
}

: x ∈ X3

}

∧max
{

min
{

µFi
GRI

(x), µGGRI (x)
}

: x ∈ X4

}

∧max
{

min
{

µFi
RR
(x), µGRR(x)

}
: x ∈ X5

}

∧max
{

min
{

µFi
CCN

(x), µGCCN (x)
}

: x ∈ X6

}

∧max
{

min
{

µFi
MR

(x), µGMR(x)
}

: x ∈ X7

}
, (3)

where µFi
PRI

, µFi
IRI

, µFi
ORI

, µFi
GRI

, µFi
RR

, µFi
CCN

and µFi
MR

are the MFs of fuzzy sets

Fi
PRI , Fi

IRI , Fi
ORI , Fi

GRI , Fi
RR, Fi

CCN and Fi
MR of qualitative descriptors in rule Ri, respec-

tively, and µGPRI , µGIRI , µGORI , µGGRI , µGRR , µGCCN and µGMR are the MFs of fuzzy
inputs GPRI , GIRI , GORI , GGRI , GRR, GCCN and GMR in the form of TFNs, respectively.

• Step 4: Derivation of fuzzy output of each rule
In the abundant existing work (see, for example, [32,48,49]), the output of apiece ith

(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) rule Ri is taken as the intersection of the fire strength of rule Ri and
the MF of the qualitative descriptor for the corresponding output. Therefore, here, we
also use the intersection operation to derive the fuzzy output of the ith (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
rule as follows:

νFi
URI

(y) = min
{

βi, µFi
URI

(y)
}

(4)

where βi is the fire strength of rule Ri, µFi
URI

is the MF of Fi
URI (the qualitative descriptor

of the output URI), and y ∈ Y.
• Step 5: Aggregation of fuzzy outputs

Just like the method used in various existing works in the literature (see, for exam-
ple, [32,48,49]), we adopt the fuzzy union operation to aggregate the output of the ith

(i = 1, 2, · · · , n) rule Ri as follows:

νFURI (y) = max
{

νF1
URI

(y), νF2
URI

(y), · · · , νFn
URI

(y)
}

(5)
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where νFi
URI

is the MF of the derived fuzzy output of the ith (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) rule, n is
the sum total of rules in the rule base, and y ∈ Y.

• Step 6: Defuzzification of the aggregated output
As is well known, the centroid-of-area method, as a way to determine the center of
gravity of an aggregated fuzzy set, has been successfully applied in various works
(see, for example, [32,50]) to defuzzify the aggregated output. And, here, we also use
the centroid-of-area method to defuzzify the aggregated output and obtain the final
output URI as follows:

URI =

k

∑
j=1

yj · νFURI (yj)

k

∑
j=1

νFURI (yj)

, (6)

where yj ∈ Y are k quantization of Y.

4. URI of Important Node Cities for Population Migration under the Influence
of COVID-19

The PRI, GRI, IRI, ORI, CCN, RR and MR are set as input variables, and URI is set
as the output variable in calculation. In this section, we describe these variables and give
their respective TFNs to represent the linguistic hedges according to low, medium and high.
First, we perform fuzzification on the overall values of all input parameters, and the results
are shown in Table 1.

4.1. Membership Functions for Input and Output Parameters

PRI: the average population density resilience index. According to the China urban
statistical yearbook in 2019 and 2020, the average population density resilience index (PRI)
of 50INCPM in 2020 was 1.2610. Foshan’s PRI is the largest; it is 2.5609. Xiangxi’s PRI is the
smallest; it is 0.1016. Thus, we use the TFNs 〈0, 0, 1.2610〉, 〈0.522, 1.2610, 2〉 and 〈1.2610, 3, 3〉
to express the language fuzzy constraints for low, medium and high PRI, respectively; see
Figure 4.

GRI: the average gross domestic product per capita resilience index. The gross domes-
tic product per capita in 50INCPM in 2019 was CNY 15.7446 thousand and CNY 16.6553 thou-
sand in 2020.Thus, the average gross domestic product per capita resilience index (GRI)
in 2020 of 50INCPM is 1.0667. Xiangxi’s GRI is the largest; it is 1.6670. Langfang’s GRI is
the smallest; it is 0.7149. Thus, we use the TFNs 〈0, 0, 1.0667〉, 〈0.8334, 1.0667, 1.300〉 and
〈1.0667, 1.75, 1.75〉 to express the language fuzzy constraints for low, medium and high
GRI, respectively; see Figure 5.

IRI: the average in-degree centrality resilience index. According to big data of the
migration of Baidu, the average in-degree centrality resilience index (IRI) of 50INCPM was
3.2023 in 2019 and it was 1.7499 in 2020. So the IRI of 50INCPM is 0.5759. Among them,
Jinan’s IRI is the largest; it is 0.7363. Wuhan’s IRI is the smallest; it is 0.1643. Thus, we
use the TFNs 〈0, 0, 0.5759〉, 〈0.4500, 0.5759, 0.75〉 and 〈0.5759, 1.300, 1.300〉 to express the
language fuzzy constraints for low, medium and high of IRI, respectively; see Figure 6.

ORI: the out-degree centrality resilience index. According to the big data of migration
of Baidu, the out-degree centrality resilience index (ORI) of 50INCPM was 3.0724 in 2019
and 1.8338 in 2020, that is, the average ORI of 50INCPM is 0.5874. Changzhou’s ORI
is the largest; it is 0.7266. Wuan’s ORI is the smallest; it is 0.3448. Thus, we use the
TFNs 〈0, 0, 0.5874〉, 〈0.474, 0.5874, 0.70〉 and 〈0.5874, 1.300, 1.300〉 to express language fuzzy
constraints for low, medium and high ORI, respectively; see Figure 7.
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Table 1. The fuzzified input values of the selected top 50 important node cities.

City PRI GRI ORI IRI CCN MR RR

Chengdu 〈1.2258, 1.2508, 1.2758〉 〈1.0588, 1.0804, 1.1020〉 〈0.5980, 0.6102, 0.6225〉 〈0.5109, 0.5214, 0.5318〉 〈2.3134, 2.3607, 2.4079〉 〈0.0204, 0.0208, 0.0213〉 〈0.8303, 0.8472, 0.8642〉
Beijing 〈1.0236, 1.0445, 1.0654〉 〈1.1478, 1.1712, 1.1947〉 〈0.5579, 0.5693, 0.5807〉 〈0.4514, 0.4606, 0.4698〉 〈7.1010, 7.2459, 7.3908〉 〈0.0177, 0.0181, 0.0185〉 〈0.7827, 0.7986, 0.8146〉

Guangzhou 〈1.1728, 1.1967, 1.2206〉 〈0.9859, 1.0060, 1.0261〉 〈0.5400, 0.5511, 0.5621〉 〈0.4680, 0.4776, 0.4871〉 〈5.5908, 5.7049, 5.8190〉 〈0.0028, 0.0029, 0.0029〉 〈0.9293, 0.9483, 0.9672〉
Shenzhen 〈0.7940, 0.8103, 0.8265〉 〈1.0520, 1.0734, 1.0949〉 〈0.6248, 0.6375, 0.6503〉 〈0.6477, 0.6609, 0.6742〉 〈6.7797, 6.9180, 7.0564〉 〈0.0070, 0.0071, 0.0073〉 〈0.9266, 0.9455, 0.9644〉
Shanghai 〈0.6679, 0.6815, 0.6952〉 〈1.1419, 1.1652, 1.1885〉 〈0.6133, 0.6258, 0.6383〉 〈0.5318, 0.5427, 0.5535〉 〈5.7033, 5.8197, 5.9361〉 〈0.0083, 0.0085, 0.0086〉 〈0.8944, 0.9127, 0.9309〉

Dongguan 〈0.8564, 0.8739, 0.8914〉 〈1.1144, 1.1371, 1.1599〉 〈0.6345, 0.6475, 0.6604〉 〈0.5943, 0.6064, 0.6186〉 〈1.6066, 1.6393, 1.6721〉 〈0.0098, 0.0100, 0.0102〉 〈0.9506, 0.9700, 0.9894〉
Xian 〈1.2119, 1.2366, 1.2614〉 〈0.9415, 0.9607, 0.9799〉 〈0.4925, 0.5025, 0.5126〉 〈0.4827, 0.4926, 0.5024〉 〈1.9279, 1.9672, 2.0066〉 〈0.0163, 0.0167, 0.0170〉 〈0.8983, 0.9167, 0.9350〉

Chongqing 〈1.0950, 1.1173, 1.1397〉 〈1.1207, 1.1435, 1.1664〉 〈0.6609, 0.6744, 0.6878〉 〈0.6809, 0.6948, 0.7087〉 〈9.2538, 9.4426, 9.6315〉 〈0.0102, 0.0104, 0.0106〉 〈0.9698, 0.9896, 1.0094〉
Suzhou 〈1.2726, 1.2986, 1.3245〉 〈1.0060, 1.0265, 1.0470〉 〈0.5505, 0.5618, 0.5730〉 〈0.6661, 0.6797, 0.6933〉 〈1.3977, 1.4262, 1.4548〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Xiangxi 〈0.0996, 0.1016, 0.1037〉 〈1.6345, 1.6679, 1.7012〉 〈0.6093, 0.6217, 0.6341〉 〈0.5245, 0.5352, 0.5459〉 〈0.1285, 0.1311, 0.1338〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉

Qingyuan 〈1.3609, 1.3887, 1.4165〉 〈1.0556, 1.0771, 1.0987〉 〈0.6986, 0.7129, 0.7272〉 〈0.6203, 0.6330, 0.6456〉 〈0.1928, 0.1967, 0.2007〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Hangzhou 〈1.6932, 1.7278, 1.7623〉 〈1.0686, 1.0904, 1.1122〉 〈0.4684, 0.4780, 0.4876〉 〈0.5558, 0.56710.5785〉 〈2.9239, 2.9836, 3.0433〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9638, 0.9835, 1.0032〉

Foshan 〈2.5097, 2.5609, 2.6121〉 〈1.0273, 1.0482, 1.0692〉 〈0.5582, 0.5695, 0.5809〉 〈0.5288, 0.5396, 0.5504〉 〈1.3656, 1.3934, 1.4213〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9339, 0.952, 0.9720〉
Shaoguan 〈1.2510, 1.2765, 1.3021〉 〈0.9367, 0.9558, 0.9749〉 〈0.6126, 0.6251, 0.6376〉 〈0.5830, 0.5949, 0.6068〉 〈0.1607, 0.1639, 0.1672〉 〈0.0980, 0.1000, 0.1020〉 〈0.8820, 0.9000, 0.9180〉

Zhengzhou 〈0.9753, 0.9952, 1.0151〉 〈1.2612, 1.2870, 1.3127〉 〈0.5645, 0.5761, 0.5876〉 〈0.5904, 0.6024, 0.6145〉 〈2.5223, 2.5738, 2.6252〉 〈0.0312, 0.0318, 0.0325〉 〈0.9488, 0.9682, 0.9875〉
Changsha 〈0.8841, 0.9021, 0.9202〉 〈0.9889, 1.0091, 1.0292〉 〈0.5983, 0.6105, 0.6227〉 〈0.5225, 0.5332, 0.5439〉 〈3.8879, 3.9672, 4.0466〉 〈0.0081, 0.0083, 0.0084〉 〈0.9719, 0.9917, 1.0116〉
Kunming 〈0.7663, 0.7820, 0.7976〉 〈1.1892, 1.2135, 1.2377〉 〈0.3536, 0.3609, 0.3681〉 〈0.5641, 0.5757, 0.5872〉 〈0.8515, 0.8689, 0.8862〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Nanjing 〈1.1136, 1.1363, 1.1590〉 〈1.0620, 1.0837, 1.1054〉 〈0.6232, 0.6359, 0.6486〉 〈0.6714, 0.6851, 0.6988〉 〈1.4941, 1.5246, 1.5551〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Shantou 〈1.6738, 1.7080, 1.7421〉 〈1.0446, 1.0659, 1.0872〉 〈0.6046, 0.6170, 0.6293〉 〈0.6713, 0.6850, 0.6987〉 〈0.4016, 0.4098, 0.4180〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9408, 0.9600, 0.9792〉

Heze 〈2.3023, 2.3493, 2.3963〉 〈1.1955, 1.2199, 1.2443〉 〈0.5068, 0.5172, 0.5275〉 〈0.5941, 0.6062, 0.6183〉 〈0.2892, 0.2951, 0.3010〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Tianjin 〈0.9423, 0.9615, 0.9808〉 〈0.7337, 0.7487, 0.7636〉 〈0.5859, 0.5978, 0.6098〉 〈0.5252, 0.5359, 0.5466〉 〈2.1849, 2.2295, 2.2741〉 〈0.0216, 0.0221, 0.0225〉 〈0.9584, 0.9779, 0.9975〉
Suqian 〈1.0434, 1.0647, 1.0860〉 〈1.0692, 1.0910, 1.1129〉 〈0.6134, 0.6259, 0.6385〉 〈0.6485, 0.6618, 0.6750〉 〈0.2089, 0.2131, 0.2174〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Wuxi 〈1.3062, 1.3328, 1.3595〉 〈1.0022, 1.0227, 1.0431〉 〈0.6121, 0.6246, 0.6371〉 〈0.5070, 0.5173, 0.5277〉 〈0.8836, 0.9016, 0.9197〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Hefei 〈1.1722, 1.1961, 1.2200〉 〈1.1716, 1.1955, 1.2194〉 〈0.5147, 0.5252, 0.5357〉 〈0.4610, 0.4704, 0.4798〉 〈2.7954, 2.8525, 2.9095〉 〈0.0056, 0.0057, 0.0059〉 〈0.9744, 0.9943, 1.0141〉

Guiyang 〈1.2720, 1.2980, 1.3239〉 〈1.0837, 1.1058, 1.1280〉 〈0.5022, 0.5124, 0.5226〉 〈0.5718, 0.5834, 0.5951〉 〈0.5784, 0.5902, 0.6020〉 〈0.0272, 0.0278, 0.0283〉 〈0.9256, 0.9444, 0.9633〉
Suihua 〈1.0193, 1.0401, 1.0609〉 〈1.0685, 1.0903, 1.1121〉 〈0.6259, 0.6387, 0.6515〉 〈0.6905, 0.7046, 0.7187〉 〈0.7551, 0.7705, 0.7859〉 〈0.0834, 0.0851, 0.0868〉 〈0.8549, 0.8723, 0.8898〉
Jinan 〈1.5744, 1.6065, 1.6387〉 〈0.9358, 0.9549, 0.9740〉 〈0.5864, 0.5984, 0.6104〉 〈0.7215, 0.7363, 0.7510〉 〈0.7551, 0.7705, 0.7859〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9591, 0.9787, 0.9983〉
Enshi 〈1.3434, 1.3709, 1.3983〉 〈1.1301, 1.1532, 1.1762〉 〈0.5467, 0.5578, 0.5690〉 〈0.7059, 0.7203, 0.7347〉 〈4.0485, 4.1311, 4.2138〉 〈0.0272, 0.0278, 0.0283〉 〈0.9372, 0.9563, 0.9755〉

Xianyang 〈1.1001, 1.1225, 1.1450〉 〈0.9211, 0.9399, 0.9587〉 〈0.5964, 0.6086, 0.6208〉 〈0.6260, 0.6387, 0.6515〉 〈0.2731, 0.2787, 0.2843〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9224, 0.9412, 0.9600〉
Langfang 〈0.9482, 0.9676, 0.9869〉 〈0.7006, 0.7149, 0.7292〉 〈0.5424, 0.5535, 0.5646〉 〈0.5339, 0.5448, 0.5557〉 〈0.4820, 0.4918, 0.5016〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Zhaoqing 〈1.3656, 1.3935, 1.4213〉 〈0.9835, 1.0035, 1.0236〉 〈0.4998, 0.5100, 0.5202〉 〈0.5248, 0.5355, 0.5462〉 〈0.3052, 0.3115, 0.3177〉 〈0.0516, 0.0526, 0.0537〉 〈0.9284, 0.9474, 0.9663〉
Shangrao 〈0.8318, 0.8487, 0.8657〉 〈0.9431, 0.9623, 0.9816〉 〈0.5799, 0.5918, 0.6036〉 〈0.5818, 0.5937, 0.6056〉 〈1.9761, 2.0164, 2.0567〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Huizhou 〈1.3122, 1.3389, 1.3657〉 〈1.0174, 1.0381, 1.0589〉 〈0.5557, 0.5671, 0.5784〉 〈0.5230, 0.5337, 0.5444〉 〈0.9961, 1.0164, 1.0367〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Ningbo 〈1.2279, 1.2530, 1.2780〉 〈1.0662, 1.0880, 1.1097〉 〈0.4539, 0.4631, 0.4724〉 〈0.5113, 0.5217, 0.5321〉 〈2.5223, 2.5738, 2.6252〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Xuzhou 〈0.8585, 0.8760, 0.8935〉 〈1.0056, 1.0262, 1.0467〉 〈0.6426, 0.6558, 0.6689〉 〈0.6614, 0.6749, 0.6883〉 〈1.2692, 1.2951, 1.3210〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉

Wenzhou 〈0.9535, 0.9729, 0.9924〉 〈1.0609, 1.0825, 1.1042〉 〈0.6402, 0.6533, 0.6664〉 〈0.5895, 0.6015, 0.6135〉 〈8.0970, 8.2623, 8.4275〉 〈0.0019, 0.0020, 0.0020〉 〈0.9742, 0.9940, 1.0139〉
Haerbin 〈0.1297, 0.1324, 0.1350〉 〈0.8412, 0.8584, 0.8756〉 〈0.6161, 0.6287, 0.6413〉 〈0.5753, 0.5871, 0.5988〉 〈3.1810, 3.2459, 3.3108〉 〈0.0198, 0.0202, 0.0206〉 〈0.9305, 0.9495, 0.9685〉
Zhoukou 〈1.1169, 1.1397, 1.1625〉 〈1.2137, 1.2385, 1.2632〉 〈0.5830, 0.5949, 0.6068〉 〈0.4818, 0.4916, 0.5015〉 〈1.2210, 1.2459, 1.2708〉 〈0.0129, 0.0132, 0.0134〉 〈0.9671, 0.9868, 1.0066〉

Zhongshan 〈1.9580, 1.9980, 2.0380〉 〈0.8216, 0.8384, 0.8551〉 〈0.6014, 0.6137, 0.6260〉 〈0.5838, 0.5958, 0.6077〉 〈1.0925, 1.1148, 1.1370〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9224, 0.9412, 0.9600〉
Qingdao 〈2.2506, 2.2965, 2.3424〉 〈0.9690, 0.9887, 1.0085〉 〈0.6575, 0.6709, 0.6843〉 〈0.6082, 0.6206, 0.6330〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉 〈0.0161, 0.0164, 0.0167〉 〈0.9479, 0.9672, 0.9866〉
Fuzhou 〈1.5994, 1.6321, 1.6647〉 〈1.1597, 1.1833, 1.2070〉 〈0.6727, 0.6864, 0.7001〉 〈0.6025, 0.6148, 0.6271〉 〈1.1567, 1.1803, 1.2039〉 〈0.0136, 0.0139, 0.0142〉 〈0.9664, 0.9861, 1.0058〉

Changzhou 〈1.8208, 1.8579, 1.8951〉 〈1.0204, 1.0412, 1.0621〉 〈0.7120, 0.7266, 0.7411〉 〈0.5995, 0.6118, 0.6240〉 〈0.8193, 0.8361, 0.8528〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Shaoxing 〈0.9720, 0.9918, 1.0117〉 〈1.0411, 1.0623, 1.0836〉 〈0.6971, 0.7113, 0.7255〉 〈0.5660, 0.5776, 0.5891〉 〈0.6748, 0.6885, 0.7023〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9567, 0.9762, 0.9957〉
Wuhan 〈1.2702, 1.2961, 1.3221〉 〈1.0555, 1.0770, 1.0986〉 〈0.3379, 0.3448, 0.3517〉 〈0.1611, 0.16430.1676〉 〈802.5557, 818.9344, 835.3131〉 〈0.0482, 0.0491, 0.0501〉 〈0.7383, 0.7534, 0.7685〉

Nanning 〈1.6146, 1.6476, 1.6805〉 〈1.0735, 1.0954, 1.1173〉 〈0.5517, 0.5629, 0.5742〉 〈0.5067, 0.5170, 0.5274〉 〈0.8836, 0.9016, 0.9197〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Jiaxing 〈1.5710, 1.6031, 1.6352〉 〈1.1141, 1.1368, 1.1596〉 〈0.4815, 0.4913, 0.5011〉 〈0.4624, 0.4718, 0.4812〉 〈0.7230, 0.7377, 0.7525〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9582, 0.9778, 0.9973〉

Handan 〈1.7198, 1.7549, 1.7900〉 〈1.0008, 1.0212, 1.0416〉 〈0.5968, 0.6090, 0.6212〉 〈0.6135, 0.6260, 0.6386〉 〈0.5141, 0.5246, 0.5351〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
Lishui 〈1.2944, 1.3208, 1.3472〉 〈1.0599, 1.0815, 1.1031〉 〈0.5433, 0.5544, 0.5655〉 〈0.5073, 0.5177, 0.5280〉 〈0.4498, 0.4590, 0.4682〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.6300, 0.6429, 0.6557〉
Linyi 〈1.4639, 1.4938, 1.5236〉 〈1.0178, 1.0386, 1.0594〉 〈0.4911, 0.5011, 0.5111〉 〈0.5103, 0.5207, 0.5311〉 〈0.7872, 0.8033, 0.8193〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉

Weifang 〈0.7888, 0.8049, 0.8210〉 〈0.9565, 0.9760, 0.9955〉 〈0.6724, 0.6862, 0.6999〉 〈0.5987, 0.6109, 0.6231〉 〈0.7069, 0.7213, 0.7357〉 〈0.0000, 0.0000, 0.0000〉 〈0.9800, 1.0000, 1.0200〉
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CCN: the average confirmed cases number. Among 50INCPM, the average confirmed
cases number (CCN) is 2 people per day, except for Wuhan. In many cities, the CCN is low.
The CNN in Xiangxi is the smallest; it is 1 people per day. Wuhan is the outbreak center
of COVID-19 in 2020 in China, the average CCN is 818 per day while the largest CCN is
1296. So Wuhan is treated as a strange value in the CCN during the process of calculation;
it is removed from the evaluation of the average trend, but it is taken into account in the
evaluation of the largest CNN. Thus, we use the TFNs 〈0, 0, 2〉, 〈0, 2, 4〉, 〈2, 1300, 1300〉
to express language fuzzy constraints for low, medium and high CCN, respectively see
Figure 8.

RR: recovery rate. The average value of the recovery rate (RR) is 0.9574 in 50INCPM.
Almost half of 50INCPM has the largest RR. The RR in Lishui is the smallest; it is 0.6429.
In addition, it should be mentioned that the RR of Wuhan is the second to last; the RR is
0.7534. Thus, we use the TFNs 〈0, 0, 0.9574〉, 〈0.9148, 0.9574, 1〉 and 〈0.9574, 1, 1〉 to express
language fuzzy constraints for low, medium and high RR, respectively; see Figure 9.

MR: mortality rate. The average value of the mortality rate (MR) is 0.0114 in 50INCPM.
The MR in Suihua is the largest; it is 0.1538. Wuhan follows Suihua; the MR is 0.0597. The
MR in more than half of the cities is 0. Thus, we use the TFNs 〈0, 0, 0.0114〉, 〈0, 0.0114, 0.0228〉
and 〈0.0114, 0.2, 0.2〉 to express the language fuzzy constraints for low, medium and high
MR, respectively; see Figure 10.

The urban resilience index (URI) acts as an output variable, and the respective TFNs of
URI are formulated as 〈0, 0, 0.5〉, 〈0.3, 0.5, 0.7〉 and 〈0.5, 1, 1〉 to express the language fuzzy
constraints as low, medium and high, respectively; see Figure 11.

Figure 4. The linguistic hedges of PRI.

Figure 5. The linguistic hedges of GRI.
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Figure 6. The linguistic hedges of IRI.

Figure 7. The linguistic hedges of ORI.

Figure 8. The linguistic hedges of CCN.

Figure 9. The linguistic hedges of RR.
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Figure 10. The linguistic hedges of MR.

Figure 11. The linguistic hedges of URI.

4.2. Formation of Fuzzy Rule Base

PI, GI, II, OI, CCM, MR, and RR are membership functions for input variables, The
urban recovery index (UI) is the membership function for the output variable. The above
eight indicators are divided into three levels according to Table 2: high, medium and
low. The rules are as follows: If (CCM is low) and (RR is low) and (MR is low) and (PI
is low) and (GI is low) and (OI is medium) and (II is low), then (UI is low) format input.
Considering that there are many indicators selected in this paper, the weights of each factor
are consistent and, except CCM, MR and OI, which are negative influences, the others
are positive influences. Therefore, when fuzzy rules are considered, the low, medium and
high levels are set to 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Negative effects are set to −3, −2, −1, and
combined addition operations are performed on each level of the seven factors to obtain
2187 rules with the range [−1, 13]. The value range is [−1, 3], the UI value is 1, and there
are 274 items; the value field is [4, 8], the UI value is 2, and there are 1639 items; and the
value field is [9, 13], the UI value is 3, and there are 274 items. We establish the following
rule matrix:




1 1 −3 1 1 −3 1 1 1 1

2 2 −3 1 3 −2 3 2 1 1

2 3 −3 2 1 −2 2 2 1 1

2 2 −2 3 3 −2 3 3 1 1

3 3 −2 3 1 −3 1 2 1 1

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·




(7)

where the second-to-last element of each row in the matrix, 1, represents the weight, and
the last element represents the logical relationship between the various factors. “and” is a
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1, “or” is a 2. To facilitate the calculation, a bias of about 2% of the collected data is taken
into account when deriving TFN as the input.

Table 2. The inference rules of variables.

Rules
If Then

CCN RR MR PRI GRI ORI IRI URI

1 low low low low low low low low
2 low low low low low low medium low
3 low low low low low low high low
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

26 low low low low high high medium medium
27 low low low low high high high medium
28 low low low medium low low low low
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

1198 medium medium high high medium low low medium
1199 medium medium high high medium low medium medium
1200 medium medium high high medium low high medium

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
2185 high high high high high high low high
2186 high high high high high high medium high
2187 high high high high high high high high

Since every input and output variable consists of three linguistic terms, the CCN, MR
and ORI are negative variables, while PRI, GRI, IRI and RR are positive variables in the
operation. When the fuzzy rules are written on Matlab software(2018b), the low, medium
and high positive indicators are set as 1, 2 and 3, and the low, medium and high negative
variables are set as −3, −2 and −1. The rule base of the proposed MFIS contains a total
number of 37 = 2187 “if–then” fuzzy rules, which are presented in Table 2.

By combining all the possible outcomes corresponding to the input and output variables,
the value domain is equally divided. The URI is low when the value domain is [−1, 3],
and there are 274 “if–then” fuzzy rules in this range. The URI is medium when the value
domain is [4, 8]; there are 1639 “if–then” fuzzy rules in this range. The URI is high when
the value domain is [9, 13]; there are 274 “if–then” fuzzy rules in this range. Through the
aggregation and defuzzification of the obtained results, the corresponding value of the URI
in each city is obtained.

5. URI of the 50 Important Node Cities under the Influence of COVID-19
5.1. The Spacial Distribution of URI of the 50 Important Node Cities

The URI of 50INCPM decreases from the eastern coastal area to the western inland
under the influence of COVID-19. The cities with a URI of more than 0.5 gather in Guang-
dong, Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Shandong provinces of China. The URI of the cities in central
China is generally low. The average URI of 50INCPM under the influence of COVID-19 is
0.5119. The URI in Qingyuan is the largest; it is 0.6855. The URI in Shaoxing is the smallest;
it is 0.3303. See Table 3.

As COVID-19 is controlled, the URI is gradually rising. The growth rate of the URI
of southeast coastal cities exceeds that of inland cities; this trend is consistent with the
existing research results [51]. Furthermore, the impact of COVID-19 on first-tier cities is
higher than that in second-tier and third-tier cities. From the overall evaluation results, the
top 10 cities ranked by URI are Qingyuan, Heze, Xiangxi, Changzhou, Handan, Ningbo,
Linyi, Qingdao, Wuxi and Huizhou, but none of the first-tier cities in inland China (Beijing,
Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen) are ranked in the top 10 cities of URI. So, in the case
of large-scale emergencies, neither metropolises nor small cities have the highest resilience,
as second-tier and third-tier cities have stronger resilience, especially the second- and
third-tier cities along the eastern seaboard.

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the economy and living in first-tier cities have been
greatly affected; the URI of Shanghai and Guangzhou both are only 0.5, and the URI
of Beijing is lower than 0.5. It is necessary to take a look at Wuhan, where the URI is
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only 0.3511 (Figure 12). Wuhan is the epicenter of COVID-19 in China, and thus the
transportation, economy and everyday life have all been hit the hardest [52]. The daily
CCN and MR are staggering. Thus, the GOC has adopted the strictest prevention and
control policy in Wuhan; it is under lockdown. All residents of Wuhan are not allowed to
leave Wuhan, and people from other places are not allowed to visit Wuhan [52]. In addition,
necessary community places, such as farmers markets, shopping malls and supermarkets,
are closed, and services such as hotels and guesthouses are also prohibited. As a matter
of fact, although residents are uncomfortable with such strict controls, it seemed to be the
best way to contain the spread of COVID-19 at the time. Internationally, maximal barrier
approaches are also adopted by most other countries in Western Europe [5]. The exception
is that Sweden’s strategy to manage the spread of COVID-19 has not included any form
of lockdown, but the COVID-19 pandemic has brought changes for society, significantly
disrupting everyday life, during a relatively short period of time [53].

Figure 12. URI of the selected 50 important node cities.

5.2. The URI of the 50 Important Node Cities in Each Period

(1) In the incubative period, from 15 January to 31 January 2020, the average URI of
50INCPM is 0.3816. The URI in Heze is the largest; it is 0.6695. The URI in Shaoxing
is the smallest; it is 0.3161. Affected by COVID-19, the URI of Guangzhou is lower
relatively, just 0.3175. It is only higher than that of Shaoxing; see Figure 13. Compared
with the western cities, the eastern cities have a higher URI, cities with higher URI are
all located in the eastern coastal area, which shows agglomeration characteristics in
space; they are Heze, Handan, Shanghai, Suzhou, Ningbo and Zhaoqing. For western
cities of China, except for Xi ’an, Xianyang, Chongqing and Chengdu, the rest of the
western cities have lower URI, and they are relatively scattered in space.

(2) During the pandemic period, from 1 February 2020 to 20 February 2020, the most
serious stage of COVID-19, the URI is generally lower in each city. The average URI of
50INCPM is 0.3263. The URI in Enshi is the largest; it is 0.3511. The URI in Jinan is the
smallest; it is 0.2928. In addition, the URI of Wuhan is relatively low; it is only 0.3144.
See Figure 13. The calculation results in the pandemic period show that the impact of
COVID-19 on cities in mainland China is very widespread. Cities with higher URI are
distributed in the eastern coastal zone, showing agglomeration characteristics, higher
URI concentrated in Beijing, Heze, Shanghai, Ningbo and Zhaoqing. For western
cities of China, except for Xianyang, Xi’an, Chengdu, Chongqing and Kunming, the
URIs of western cities are generally lower and more dispersed. Compared to the
incubative period, the URIs in this period showed the Matthew effect, in which eastern
developed cities are more resilient and western cities are more vulnerable. At the
same time, the URI presents a cluster distribution. In other words, the cities with high
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URIs are clustered together and the cities with low URIs are focused together, which
makes for obvious differences between the east and the west cities.

(3) In the controlled period, from 21 February 2020 to 15 March 2020, the average URI
of 50INCPM is 0.5138, the URI in Xiangxi is the largest, at 0.6879, and the URI in
Xianyang is the smallest, at 0.3257. It is worth noting that the URI in Wuhan is still
low. It is just 0.3511; see Figure 13. During the controlled period, the URI of all cities
is increased, but the trend in cities along the southeast coast is more obvious, and it
is concentrated in Qingdao, Heze, Suzhou, Ningbo, Shantou, and Qingyuan. This
increasing trend has obvious regional agglomeration.

Table 3. The rank of the selected top 50 important node cities in the selected three stages and the
total URI.

City URI-I City URI-II City URI-III City URI Rank

Heze 0.6695 Enshi 0.3511 Xiangxi 0.6879 Qingyuan 0.6855 1
Suihua 0.5161 Linyi 0.3425 Ningbo 0.6798 Heze 0.6695 2

Chongqing 0.5000 Xiangxi 0.3423 Nanning 0.6764 Xiangxi 0.6561 3
Shantou 0.5000 Lishui 0.3397 Heze 0.6695 Changzhou 0.6533 4
Zhoukou 0.4944 Shantou 0.3384 Kunming 0.6671 Handan 0.6398 5
Handan 0.4826 Harbin 0.3378 Qingyuan 0.6650 Ningbo 0.6387 6
Nanning 0.4667 Heze 0.3374 Shantou 0.6625 Linyi 0.6373 7

Linyi 0.4255 Zhongshan 0.3368 Wuxi 0.6583 Qingdao 0.6346 8
Dongguan 0.4246 Qingyuan 0.3360 Changzhou 0.6533 Wuxi 0.6322 9

Fuzhou 0.4133 Zhoukou 0.3344 Linyi 0.6464 Huizhou 0.6293 10
Changzhou 0.4130 Langfang 0.3335 Foshan 0.6435 Nanning 0.6257 11
Zhaoqing 0.4077 Xuzhou 0.3333 Guiyang 0.6378 Suzhou 0.6195 12
Qingyuan 0.4045 Tianjin 0.3328 Huizhou 0.6333 Suqian 0.6063 13
Shanghai 0.3954 Guiyang 0.3324 Zhongshan 0.6277 Foshan 0.5932 14

Hefei 0.3935 Zhengzhou 0.3315 Qingdao 0.6260 Wenzhou 0.5872 15
Guiyang 0.3912 Hangzhou 0.3313 Suzhou 0.6208 Jinan 0.5719 16
Kunming 0.3888 Handan 0.3310 Suqian 0.6174 Nanjing 0.5685 17

Zhengzhou 0.3879 Ningbo 0.3306 Shangrao 0.6158 Zhengzhou 0.5454 18
Beijing 0.3871 Changzhou 0.3305 Wenzhou 0.5917 Changsha 0.5433 19
Foshan 0.3778 Huizhou 0.3290 Hefei 0.5660 Shangrao 0.5319 20
Enshi 0.3707 Weifang 0.3284 Zhoukou 0.5567 Enshi 0.5173 21

Jiaxing 0.3680 Shanghai 0.3281 Chongqing 0.5304 Xuzhou 0.5151 22
Wenzhou 0.3641 Shenzhen 0.3281 Changsha 0.5233 Weifang 0.5062 23
Huizhou 0.3636 Xianyang 0.3277 Jiaxing 0.5127 Zhaoqing 0.5000 24

Jinan 0.3626 Dongguan 0.3274 Xuzhou 0.5115 Shanghai 0.5000 25
Qingdao 0.3597 Qingdao 0.3261 Weifang 0.5062 Suihua 0.5000 26

Zhongshan 0.3589 Shangrao 0.3254 Shenzhen 0.5000 Guangzhou 0.5000 27
Wuxi 0.3581 Suqian 0.3251 Zhengzhou 0.5000 Hefei 0.5000 28

Suqian 0.3542 Hefei 0.3251 Handan 0.5000 Guiyang 0.5000 29
Hangzhou 0.3512 Kunming 0.3248 Zhaoqing 0.5000 Shenzhen 0.5000 30

Lishui 0.3475 Chongqing 0.3245 Hangzhou 0.4878 Zhoukou 0.5000 31
Wuhan 0.3445 Changsha 0.3239 Fuzhou 0.4775 Chongqing 0.5000 32

Chengdu 0.3416 Fuzhou 0.3234 Nanjing 0.4623 Jiaxing 0.4951 33
Shaoguan 0.3382 Nanjing 0.3233 Chengdu 0.4599 Kunming 0.4941 34

Harbin 0.3378 Shaoguan 0.3231 Dongguan 0.4461 Hangzhou 0.4878 35
Weifang 0.3377 Chengdu 0.3229 Jinan 0.4308 Fuzhou 0.4800 36

Xianyang 0.3353 Wenzhou 0.3224 Guangzhou 0.4236 Shantou 0.4598 37
Suzhou 0.3348 Guangzhou 0.3212 Enshi 0.3824 Beijing 0.4276 38

Shenzhen 0.3342 Zhaoqing 0.3203 Shaoguan 0.3680 Shaoguan 0.4096 39
Xuzhou 0.3333 Xian 0.3202 Shaoxing 0.3649 Dongguan 0.4081 40
Tianjin 0.3328 Beijing 0.3200 Lishui 0.3538 Tianjin 0.4045 41

Nanjing 0.3322 Suzhou 0.3199 Wuhan 0.3511 Xian 0.3987 42
Langfang 0.3311 Suihua 0.3193 Xian 0.3442 Chengdu 0.3734 43
Shangrao 0.3271 Foshan 0.3192 Shanghai 0.3439 Xianyang 0.3720 44
Xiangxi 0.3222 Wuhan 0.3144 Suihua 0.3421 Zhongshan 0.3650 45

Changsha 0.3217 Wuxi 0.3095 Beijing 0.3384 Harbin 0.3554 46
Ningbo 0.3212 Nanning 0.3094 Harbin 0.3378 Wuhan 0.3512 47

Xian 0.3202 Shaoxing 0.3071 Tianjin 0.3328 Lishui 0.3455 48
Guangzhou 0.3175 Jiaxing 0.3019 Langfang 0.3311 Langfang 0.3311 49

Shaoxing 0.3161 Jinan 0.2928 Xianyang 0.3257 Shaoxing 0.3303 50

Comprehensively, it is not difficult to see that the impact of COVID-19 on Chinese
mainland cities is very common and obvious. The URIs in the eastern coastal cities are
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higher than those in western cities. From the point of regional distribution, eastern cities
with higher URI are gathered; they form a cluster pattern of distribution. It is interesting to
note that cities with the biggest URI are not first-tier cities, but the second-tier and third-tier
cities have stronger resilience in the case of large-scale emergencies. At the same time, the
Matthew effect of urban URI is more obvious when an extreme event appears.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 13. URI in the 50 important node cities of each period. (a) The incubative period; (b) the
pandemic period; (c) the controlled period.

5.3. The Correlation between URI and RR

On the whole, the URI varies between 0.4 and 0.6 and the RR in each city is from 0.8 to
1; see Figure 14. In the incubative period, the URI is about 0.4, and the RR is extremely low
because this is the beginning of COVID-19 and residents have not taken it seriously enough;
see Figure 15. In the pandemic period, the URI is steady around 0.4, and the RR increases
rapidly in each city; see Figure 16. In the controlled period, the URI varies between 0.4 and
0.6, and the RR in each city is about to reach 1; see Figure 17.
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In this subsection, we give the correlation of URI and RR. The correlation analysis
shows that the correlation of URI and RR is 0.549, and the p value is 0.000 with a significant
effect at the 1% level. That is to say, there exists a positive correlation in URI and RR, and
the details are illustrated in Figures 14–17.

Figure 14. The correlation between URI and RR.

Figure 15. The correlation between URI and RR during the incubative period.
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Figure 16. The correlation between URI and RR during the pandemic period.

Figure 17. The correlation between URI and RR during the controlled period.

6. Discussion and Conclusions
6.1. Discussion

In most existing studies, the proposed methods on the impact of COVID-19 are mostly
qualitative analyses and simple comprehensive weighting methods. To some extent, the
qualitative analysis can clarify the impact of COVID-19, but it cannot clearly calculate the
impact degree of COVID-19. As for the simple comprehensive weighting method, which
relies heavily on the experience of experts. So, it is subjective. However, the MFIS proposed
in this article on the basis of fuzzy logic can obtain urban resilience under the influence of
COVID-19 from the information derived from data itself through FIS.
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In reality, errors of data are unavoidable, as statistical negligence along with statistical
path inconsistency and fuzzification can handle these problems of data well. Therefore, via
fuzzification, all crisp inputs as TFNs, this article can extract the information contained in
the data as much as possible so that the results obtained can more objectively reflect the
urban resilience under the influence of COVID-19.

Beyond these, it should be pointed out that the infrastructure, such as hospitals,
airports, railway stations and the number of vaccine injections in a city cannot be ignored
when evaluating urban resilience under the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic. However,
because relevant effective indicators cannot be obtained, these indicators are not considered
in this paper. Therefore, in the later research, we will refine indicators to improve our
research from a more comprehensive perspective.

Finally, we hope that the research in this article can provide reference for local gov-
ernments to formulate urban restoration measures under COVID-19 and contribute to
defeating COVID-19 in Chinese cities and even global cities.

6.2. Conclusions

The COVID-19 pandemic has harmed people’s mental and physical health and pro-
duced unhealthy psychological emotions, such as stress and discrimination. Meanwhile,
building an urban resilience assessment framework and comprehensive assessment of
urban resilience building status and development can make up for the shortcomings of the
city. So, it is necessary to assess the urban resilience of cities. We select the population inflow
and outflow data in 2019 and 2020 to reflect the population migration in important node
cities in population migration. We apply MFIS in approximating the urban resilience index
(URI) based on multiple inputs. Therefore, in order to calculate the URI of cities, we use the
PRI and GRI to reflect the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on society and economy, IRI
and ORI to characterize the changes in population mobility under the COVID-19 pandemic,
and CCN, RR, and MR of COVID-19 to show the situation of the COVID-19 pandemic in
this paper. And we explore a new approach based on the MFIS model. Meanwhile, based
on the big data of population migration and COVID-19 data in China from 15 January to 15
March in 2020, we calculate the URI of 50INCPM in China in 2020 under the influence of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, we show the spatial difference of URI and its changes
in different stages in order to solve the following problems. (i) How is the resilience of
50INCPM in China in 2020 under the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic? (ii) In the case
of large-scale emergencies, which has stronger resilience, metropolises or small cities? The
obtained results show the following:

(i) Under the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic, most of 50INCPM in 2020 is concen-
trated along the southeast coast of China. The URI of 50INCPM decreases from the
eastern coastal area to the western inland, the cities with a URI greater than 0.5 are
gathered in Guangdong, Zhejiang, Jiangsu and Shandong provinces. As the COVID-19
pandemic is being controlled, the URI is gradually rising. The growth rate of URI in
southeast coastal cities exceeds that of inland cities. So, it can be seen that the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on inland cities is higher than that on coastal cities.

(ii) The second-tier and third-tier cities have stronger resilience in the case of large-scale
emergencies.

(iii) There exists a positive correlation in URI and RR. The correlation analysis shows that
the correlation of URI and RR is 0.549, and the p value is 0.000 with a significant effect
at the 1% level.

Broadly speaking, as can be seen from the results obtained in this paper, the URI of
50INCPM in China is about 0.5. Thus, on the basis of universal vaccine coverage, we hold
that the GOC should promote the cities’ resilience in China, especially in the first-tier city
in inland China (Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen) because they are important
metropolises regarding the country’s political, economic and other social activities, which
have leading roles, radiate the driving ability for other cities, and play an important role
in leading the country’s economic and social development. On the other hand, on the
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premise of implementing epidemic prevention and control measures, local governments
should stimulate the resilience of each city in terms of population and economy. More
precisely, in terms of population, local governments should take improving measures to
encourage college students and migrant workers to stay in the city, such as relaxing policies
on household registration and employment, and expanding the coverage of government-
subsidized housing. In terms of economy, the local governments have to restore the normal
production and operation of various markets and entities as soon as possible and in an
orderly manner. As for industries that have suffered heavy losses due to the COVID-19
pandemic, the government should reduce taxes as appropriate. As far as residents are
concerned, in the consideration of COVID-19 being quite infectious, it is very effective to
get vaccinated against COVID-19 or to add a third one, as possible.
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